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Abstract—Sangalian Jato’s traits that make her adorable,
especially for the author, is analyzed extensively in this
paper. At first, detailed explanation on points on the reason
of her adorablility will be presented extensively in
accordance of the author’s behavioral and philosophical
analysis of Sali. The analysis will then be strengthened by
additional examples and proofs. The derived conclusions
show that Sali is indeed adorable and lovable.
Index Terms—Sali, Adorable, Trait, Love.

I.

INTRODUCTION

During all the years she lived, Sangalian Jato (or in
short, Sali) has been a woman who is loved by her family,
teachers, friends, and many more. Not to mention the
number of boys she ensnared, consciously and
unconsciously. However, there has been no known work
of analysis on the reasons of her being so adorable.
Furthermore, she herself seems to have a little bit
confidence problem. She often wondered and has no idea
on why the author loves her. She wonders why the author
loves her, because she feels that she has is not good and
does not deserve the author. Therefore, one of this paper’s
objectives will include the description on why Sali indeed
deserves the author, under the reason on her positive traits.
By presenting those descriptions, it is hoped that this
paper will also be able to boost Sali’s confidence.
This paper provides analyzes on Sali’s traits that make
her being loved by everybody, especially by the author,
and shows qualitative and quantitative proofs to support
the analysis.

II.

ANALYSIS

A. Sali is Cheerful
There is a proverb: “Smile, and the world will smile
with you.” Sali is indeed that type of person, literally. She
is the person whose cheerful presence makes the
increasing on the happiness level of everybody around her.
While this seems to be exaggerating, it does not at all.
Supporting examples sections in this paper will
demonstrate that this is absolutely true.
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B. Sali is Supportively Comforting
The fact that she is cheerful contributes to the second
trait that makes everybody near her feels that she always
supports them. This is comforting. This, and the fact of
her being absolutely positive thinking, makes her never
judge anybody’s decision or opinion harshly, gives you a
comfortable feeling that no matter what you do, she will
always be there as a good friend. She will not bash your
ideas and dreams, since she always finds the positive side
on everything, bring it forward, and encourage it. She will
not leave you as a friend no matter what bad things you
might do.
She is one of the most supportive persons the author
has ever known.
C. Sali is Smart
Smart women are always adorable, because they are
dependable and, more importantly, will not be boring
companions. Sali is one of them, the smartest the author
has ever known, which knows the world and easy to teach
about anything, making her very versatile and “useful”.
D. Sali Makes You Feel Like You are Really Needed
The fact that Sali is smart actually makes her very
independent and strong. She is appeared not needing
anybody to survive and live to the fullest. Sometimes men
do not like this type of women because men usually have
an ego that makes them feel needed. Men crave needy
girls because they make them feel superior and strong.
However, actually there is a hidden point in here.
While it is true that independent women makes men feel
intimidated and not needed, there are actually some
particular things in life that women cannot do by themself,
and they needs their men to do those things. When that
time comes, the men will feel that they are really needed.
The intriguing idea that the independent and strong
woman who usually does not need help actually needs a
man’s help will create a tremendous increase of selfworthiness that makes a man thinks that he is very
dependable and useful. That he can even move mountains
and throw the sun out of its orbit.
E. Sali Makes You Want to be Always with Her, Around
Her
All those smile, comfort, intelligence, and boost of
self-worthiness make her a lovable companion that
everyone seeks. No man would be able to resist her charm,
including the author, who has clearly smitten just few
days after the first meeting with her.
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III.

SUPPORTING EXAMPLES

This part of the paper mainly presents several
quantitative and qualitative examples and proofs that
support the analysis above.
A. Sali is Cheerful
The best example of this trait is the amount of friends
she has. She has a tremendous amount of friends who love
her and are happy around her. This claim is proven by the
fact that she could invite several circles of people that
barely knows each other to an outing together. The only
thing they have in common were that all knows Sali. In
this increasingly individual world, it is difficult to perform
such ability to group together different groups of people to
do something together. Sali has proven that she has this
rare ability many times. The author suggests that this was
due to her cheerful nature that can bring happiness to
everybody around her. Thus people does not feel
uncomfortable feeling when traveling with her, even
though there are unknown other people in the group.
The author has never seen any occasion turned sour
when Sali is around. On the other hand, the author has
seen that when Sali goes home, everybody starts being
awkward and loses interest and just follow her going
home.
B. Sali is Supportively Comforting
There are numerous times where the author presents
Sali with bizarre ideas and dreams that he has, which will
baffle most women out there, but Sali always perceives
those ideas positively and supports them. Although as a
normal human being, she still could not accept extremely
insane ideas such as a proposal to start a dragon-breeding
farm, which is perfectly normal, acceptable, and even
necessary, given the author’s mind, which occasionally
sprouts unintelligible, bleeding, and totally absurd ideas.
C. Sali is Smart
Sali can read maps. This is a very good proof of her
intelligence. While this is known to be a very difficult trait
to master for females, she is very good with maps and
roads. She will be able to navigate around foreign cities
(and even countries) easily just using printed maps.
Availability of GPS enhanced smart phones will augment
her ability to a different level in which the possibility of
getting lost decrease to around 1%.
In addition, she is fast in absorbing new information.
Any new information that the author mentioned
consciously and unconsciously is able to be absorbed and
remembered quickly. She can process wide range of
information,
ranging
from
anniversary
dates,
memorizations of strange country and city locations such
as Serbia-Montenegro or Timbuktu, explanations about
genetic diseases among European royals that came from
inbreeding, to Medieval Age bladder problems.
However, perhaps the most important is that she can
reply and counter cleverly when the author retorts some
supposedly difficult to comprehend irrational phrases and
rhetoric.

D. Sali Makes You Feel Like You are Really Needed
The author has experienced this many times. There are
several points that Sali could not do and needs help from
others, such as: installing cables, computer stuffs, the
detailed parts of general knowledge, and so forth. When
this occasion comes, the author will gladly help and, as
stated during the analysis, the idea that being needed by a
smart and independent woman makes a man feels like he
is the most dependable man in the world.
E. Sali Makes You Want to be Always with Her, Around
Her
The first proof of this theory is that she always goes
out with somebody. She seldom rests at home. She
always gets some invitation to go out with friends, and
when she has no incoming invitation, she will invite her
friends and they will gladly go to hang out with her. She is
always surrounded by good friends who love her company.
Second proof is that the author, overwhelmingly
exposed to her great personality and traits, always wishes
to be with her. The author loves spending time with her.
The author loves everything about her; he craves her
presence. When she is absent, the author suddenly fells
into a state of deeply missing an important person. The
author longs to be with her again; he hopes that this can be
achieved in the near future.

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper concluded that Sali is indeed adorable and
missed so much by everybody, especially the author. Her
traits are a perfect combination to embody a female
human being. She should be happy that she is what she is;
she should not be worried that people dislike her. More
importantly, she should have a confidence that because of
these traits, it is very obvious that the author loves her so
much, and should not be clueless again on why the author
loves her so. She has the foremost right to deserve the
author. Furthermore, it is actually the author who should
feel lucky that she loves her too; and he does. He feels
lucky to have her on his side and is very happy at the
moment. Therefore, on this cheerful birthday event of her
let this study be a moral and confidence boost for her.
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